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ABSTRACT 
The notion of Bezoutian of nonsquare matrix polynomials is defined. It is used to 
establish formulae for the inverse of square matrices partitioned into nonsquare 
blocks. In particular, a generalization of the Gohberg-Semencul formula for the 
inverse of a generalized Toeplitz matrix is proved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lerer and Tismenetsky introduced in [B] (see also [9] and [ll]) a general- 
ized Bezoutian for several matrix polynomials in the following way: Let 
M,(A) and L,.(A) be n x n matrix polynomials of the form 
kv’ kg’ 
M,(A) = c mi’w, I+( A) = c lj”Aj (f-=1,2 ,...) s). 
i=O j=O 
Assume that these polynomials satisfy the equation 
i M,(A)&(A) = 0. (1.1) 
r=l 
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The generalized Bezoutian associated with this set of polynomials is defined 
as the k,n X k,n block matrix (ai,j):iil iL-O1 whose entries are found from 
the expansion 
C;&y.(h)Lr(p) kl-l kz-l 
A-P 
= C C a,,jAipj, 
i=o j=CJ 
and ki=max,G,.G,kr), ks=max,,.,, . . k!$‘. Several explicit representa- 
tions for the generalized Bezoutian via the coefficients of the polynomials are 
given in [8], and it is also proved that any kn X kn block matrix is a 
Bezoutian of a set of matrix polynomials M,(A) and L,.(A) (r = I, 2,. . . , s) 
satisfying (1.1) with s < k. Lerer and Tismenetsky used the generalized 
Bezoutian to construct the inverse of a given block matrix A by finding an 
appropriate set of matrix polynomials for which A- ’ is the Bezoutian. 
Our aim is to generalize the theory developed by Lerer and Tismenetsky 
for nonsquare matrix polynomials. It turns out that in this case the theory 
gets simpler and Bezoutians of only two polynomials have to be considered. 
To make this clear, rewrite (1.1) in a slightly different way using the 
following notation: We denote the block row matrix with blocks b,, b,, . . . , b, 
either by rodb,, b,, . . . , b,) or by row( bJf= 1, and we refer to such a matrix 
as B,,. The block column matrix with blocks b,, b,, . . . , b, is denoted either 
by col(b,,b,,..., b,) or by col(b,)f,,, and we refer to such a matrix as B,,. 
Now, define M(A) = C~‘amiA” and L(A) = Cjk&ZjAj, where mi = 
row(m!‘) rn’i2), . . . , mcs)> and I. = col(P’ P” 
set eqial to zero fdr i > kyst 
, Z(“‘). Here m(r) and Z!” are 
or j > i$)r It’ is clear that (1.1) is equivalent 
with 
M(A)L(A) = 0, (1.2) 
and the entries of the Bezoutian can be found from the equality 
M(A)L(p) kl-l k2-1 
A-P 
= C C ai,jh’pj. 
i-C_) j=CJ 
This gives a motivation for the following definition: 
Let M(A)= Cf;,,mjAi and L(A)= C~~,Z,Aj be two matrix polynomials 
with mi E C”lxn3 and Zj E C”z”“* that satisfy (1.2). It follows from (1.2) that 
A(A,P) = 
M(A)L(P.) 
A-l-L 
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is a polynomial in two variables. The Bezoutian of the polynomials M(h) and 
L(A) is the matrix A = (a,, j):lil i2_i1 with entries u~,~ E d=“1~“2 which can 
be found from the expansion A(h,p) = C:~,lC~:~lai,jhi&. 
Following Heinig and Rost [7], who dealt with the scalar case, we 
distinguish the above-defined H-Bezoutian, which is connected with Hankel 
matrices, and the T-Bezoutian, which is connected with Toeplitz matrices. 
We mostly focus on the T-Bezoutian and develop tools for the analysis of 
inversion of block Toeplitz matrices having nonsquare blocks. The definition 
of the T-Bezoutian is as follows. 
Let M(A)= ~~&miAi and L(A)= E$,ZjAj be two matrix polynomials 
with m, E C”lxn3 and Zj E @“3x”2. Assume that the polynomials M(A) and 
L(A) satisfy 
M(A)L ; =O. 
i 1 
The expression 
A(A,P) = 
M(A)L(P.) 
1_ Ap 
is a polynomial in two variables of the form A(A,p)= C~,‘C~%‘U~,~A”~_L~ 
with a,, j E C”lXn2. The T-Bezoutian of the polynomials M(A) and L(A) is 
the associated matrix A = (ai,j):Lil FLil. Hereafter, we refer to the T- 
Bezoutian of two matrix polynomials as their Bezoutian. 
We prove that the Bezoutian of two matrix polynomials M(A) and L(A) is 
connected with the coefficients of the polynomials in the following way. 
THEOREM 1.1. I_& M(A)= Cf&miAi and L(A)= C&l,A’ be two ma- 
trix polynomials such that 
M(A)L f =O, ( 1 
and let A = (a,, j)~~~l tLil be their Bezoutian. Then 
AA = col( mi)Tl,, roW(lj)tt,,, 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
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where AA is the (k, + l)n, X(k, + lb, block matrix 
with ai,j = 0 if i e {O,l,. . , k, - 1) or j E {O,l,. . . , k, - 11. Moreover, A ad- 
mits the following representations : 
A= 
m0 0 
. . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mk,-2 mk,-3 “- 0 
mk,- 1 mk,-2 .” m0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mk,-l mk,-2 ... mk,-k, 
X 
and 
1, ‘-- lk,-2 lk,-1 *” lk,_l 
0 . . . lk,-3 lk,-2 . * * lk,-2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . 0 1, ‘*’ lk,-k, 
\ 
(1.5) 
I 
I mk, ’ ‘* m2 ml \ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mk, *” mk,-k,+2 mk,-k,+l 
A=- o . . . 
mk,-k,+3 mk,-k,+2 
.., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ 
0 . . . 0 mk, / 
‘1 . . . k, 1 k, 0 
. . . o\ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
x k? ” ’ lk,-k,+2 lk,-k,+3 ... ’ (1.6) 
\ I, ‘*. lk,-k,+l 1k,-k,+2 ... lk,, 
fbr k, = min(k,, k,). 
We prove that for any block matrix A with entries in C”lx”z there exist 
two matrix polynomials M(A) and L(A) such that A is their Bezoutian. 
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Assume that the coefficients of the polynomials are in C”lx”3 and @“sxn2 
respectively. Let us define the T-Bezoutian rank of the matrix A to be 
rank, A = min na 
with minimum taken over all pairs of polynomials such that A is their 
Bezoutian. It turns out that the T-Bezoutian rank of A equals the rank of 
AA. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A =(~i,j)f~~’ rl=~’ be a block matrix with ai,j E 
Cnlx”z, and let 
AA=col(m,):i,row(lj)~~, (1.7) 
be any decomposition of AA with mi E @“lx”3 and lj E @*3xnz. Then the two 
matrix polynomials M(A) = C:LomiA and L(h) = C::,Zjhj satisfy 
M(A)L(l/A) = 0, and A is their Bezoutian. Moreover, 
rank, A = rank AA. (1.8) 
We consider the uniqueness of the matrix polynomials for which a given 
matrix is the Bezoutian. For this purpose, we need the following definition. 
A pair of matrix polynomials M(A)= Cf’,,miAi and L(A)= C:&ljAj, 
with mi E C”lx”3 and lj E C”sx”z, is called a minimal pair if 
rank(col{mil~~, row{lj)~~O> = n3. 
It is clear that if M(A) = E~iorniAi and L(A) = C&ljAj are a pair of 
matrix polynomials such that M(A)L(l/A) = 0 and A is their Bezoutian, 
then we can take a rank decomposition of col(m,)F:, row(lj):Lo and obtain a 
minimal pair of matrix polynomials such that A is their Bezoutian too. 
We prove that any matrix is a Bezoutian of a unique (up to similarity) 
minimal pair. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A = (a,, j)fLil 52_-01 be a block matrix with ai j E 
@“lx”,, and let M(A)= Xf’omiAi, L(A)= x&ljAj be a minimal pair With 
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m,EC “lx”3 and lj E @“+“z such that M(h)L(l/A) = 0. Assume that A is 
the Bezoutian of M(h) and L(h). Assume further that M’(A) = Ct’,m;A’, 
L’(A) = E&ZjAj is another minimal pair with rni E C”lx”3, 1; E C”axn2 such 
that M’(A)L’(l/A) = 0. Then A is also the Bezoutian of M’(A) and L’(A) if 
and only if there exists an n3 X n3 invertible matrix S such that 
rn: = miS (i = O,l,...,k,) (1.9) 
and 
I; = SS’lj (j=O,l,.*., k,). (1.10) 
The proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 appear in Section 2. It follows 
from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 that any matrix A can be represented via any 
decomposition of AA. In Section 3 we give such a decomposition of AA. 
This decomposition appears later when dealing with matrix inversion. 
In Section 4 we consider the generalized H-Bezoutian that is connected 
with nonsquare matrix polynomials M(A) = C:&m,A’, L(A) = E$,ZjAj with 
mi E CnlX”J, Zj E C 3 n Xn2 that satisfy (1.2). We show how the H-Bezoutian of 
such a pair of polynomials is related to the T-Bezoutian of the polynomials 
M(A) and L’(A) = Cjk:,ljAkz-j. We use the notation I, for the identity 
matrix of size n X n (for any positive integer n). Now, assume that A = 
is the T-Bezoutian of M(A), L’(A) and that A, = 
(ai, j):Lil iti1 is the H-Bezoutian of M(A), L(A); then 
A,= -Al,, 
where ]s is the k,n, X k,n, matrix 
0 0 0 1”) 
0 0 z nz 0 
12 = 
’ 0 cl2 0 0 
z 
“2 
0 0 0 
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In Section 5 we apply the generalized Bezoutian for the inversion of 
square matrices that are divided into nonsquare blocks. Let A = 
(a,, j):Lii iti1 with ai, j E @“lxnZ and k,n, = k,n, be such a matrix. The 
idea is to apply the decomposition, given in Section 3, of the matrix AA-‘. 
Hence, we construct the matrix polynomials for which A- ’ is the Bezoutian, 
and obtain the formulae for A-i from Theorem 1.1. 
Clearly, the case of block Toeplitz matrices having nonsquare blocks 
appears naturally. In Sections 6-8 we consider this class of matrices, which 
are of the form T = (a,_,)::;’ iti’ with ai_j E C”lx”z and k,n, = k,n,. 
The inverse of a block Toeplitz matrix is not a block Toeplitz matrix. 
However, the Toeplitz structure of the matrix T implies relatively small rank 
of the matrix AT-‘. Hence, we follow the general invertibility scheme 
presented in Section 5 and obtain formulae for T- ’ via the polynomials for 
which T-’ IS the Bezoutian. In Sections 6-8 we obtain a generalization of 
the Gohberg-Semencul formula [5] and generalizations of other results which 
were given in [l-4] and [7-q]. 
Section 9 suggests a simple approach for deducing formulae for inversion 
of matrices of other classes. The formulae are based on those obtained in 
Section 5. 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1.1, 1.2, AND 1.3 
First, we consider the conditions for the equality M(A)L(l/A) = 0 to 
hold. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let M(A) = Cf~,rn,A’ and L(A) = Cfl,ljAj be matrix poly- 
nomials with mi E Cnlx”3 and lj E C”~x”z. Then 
M(A)L $ =0 i i (2.1) 
if and only if 
mO1k 2= 0, 
mk,lo = 0, 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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and 
m0 0 
. . . 0 
, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mk,-2 mk,+ *” 0 
mk,-l mk,-2 *** m0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mk,-l mk,-2 *** mk,-k, 
mk, *** m2 
1, ‘*’ lk,-2 lk,-1 “’ lk,_l 
0 . . . h-3 h-2 . . ’ lk,-2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...*... 
0 . . . 0 1, *** lk,-k, 
ml ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mk, *** mk,-k,+2 mkl-k3+l 
=- 
0 . . . mk,-k,+3 mk,-k,+2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . * . . . . . . 
0 . . . 0 mk, , 
‘1 . . . k, 1 b 0 
. . . 0' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . * . . 9 . . . 
x I2 * ’ * lk,-k,+2 lk,-k,+3 . . . o 
\ I, . . . lk,-k,+l h-k,+2 . . . lkp, 
(2.4) 
fbr k, = min(k,, k,). In th is case, A(A,p)= M(A)L(p)/(l- hp) is a two 
variable polynomial of the form 
k,-1 k,-1 
A(~,/.L)= C C ai,jA'Pj> 
i=o j=() 
(2.5) 
with a,, j E @‘Qxn2. 
Proof. It is clear that M(A)L(l/A) = C~~o~~~omiljAi-j. Set k = i - j; 
then 
min(k,,k, + k) 
c mili_khk. 
k=-k, i=max(O,k) 
Consequently, M(A)L(l/A) = 0 if and only if 
min(kl, k, + k) 
c mili_k = 0 for -k, <k <k,. (2.6) 
i = md0, k) 
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Note that if k = - k, then (2.6) is identical with (2.21, while if k = k, then 
(2.6) is identical with (2.3). Furthermore, (2.4) is equivalent with 
min(p,q) midk,-l-p,k2-l-9) 
c m,_klq_k = - c m,+l+k qfl+k 
1 
k=O k=O 
for p=O,l,..., k,-1, q=O,l,..., k,-l,or 
min(kI,k2+p-9) 
c mJ-(p-q) = 0. 
r=max(O,p-9) 
Thisisequivalentwithk=p-qin(2.6)(fork=-k,+l,...,k,-2,k,-l). 
Therefore, the first assertion of the lemma is proved. 
Now, let us consider the product M(A)L(/_L). On one hand, it is clear that 
~kzM(A>AkzL(l/A) = 0 and therefore 
M(A)L(p)=M(A) , 
or 
M(A)L(F) = 2 m,A $ lj(pj - Ak,-jpkz), 
i=O j=o 
This can be written as 
k, k, 
M( A)L( p) = c miA” c Zj~j( 1 - Ak~-$_&j). 
i=O j=o 
But for any j=O,l,...,k, 
k,-l-j 
l-Ak2-jpk2-‘=(I-Ap) c (,Q,.L)~, 
k=O 
and therefore 
M(A)L(p) =(1-h/~) 5 miAik2~1+jk2-~-j(Ap)k. (2.7) 
i=O j=O k=O 
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On the other hand, it is clear that M(l/p)L(p) = 0 too. Therefore, 
or 
M(A)L(p) = ; m,(A"- Aky_ki) ; l.pj. 
i=O j-0 J 
This can be written as 
k, k, 
M( A)L( EL) = c miAi(l - Akl-ipkl-i) c ljpj, 
i=O j=O 
and therefore 
k,-1 
M(A)L(p) =(1-Ap) c miAi 2 l,pj 
k,-1-i 
c (AP)~. (2.8) 
i=O j=o k=o 
Consequently, it follows from (2.7) and (2.8) that A(A, p) = M(A)L(p)/ 
(1 - Ap) is indeed a two variable polynomial of the form (2.5). n 
We use Lemma 2.1 in the course of the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1 .l . Recall that the Bezoutian of the polynomials 
M(A) and L(p) is the matrix A = (ai,j):iil t2_i1 which satisfies 
k,-1 k,-1 
c c ai,jA’$ = 
M(A)L(P) 
i=O j=O 1-Ap ’ 
Therefore, 
k,-1 k,-1 
jFo jgo ai,j(Aipj- A’+‘pj+‘) = 5 5 miAiZjpj. 
i=O j=O 
Equating the coeffkients of Ai~j in both sides gives 
ai j-a. r-l,j-1 = milj (i=O,l,..*, k,, j=O,l,..., k,), (2.9) 
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which is identical with (1.4). Now, as a,_,_ l,j_r_ I = 0 for r = min(i, j), then 
a,j=(aij-ai_l,j-i)+(ai_, j-i-ai-z,j-2)+ ... 
+(“i--r,j--r-ai--r-l,j--r--l)’ 
Hence, it follows from (2.9) that 
midi, j) 
u~,~= C mi_kZj_, (i=O,l,..., k,-1, j=O,l,..., k,-1). 
k=O 
Let k, be min(k,,k,), and set m,=O for iP(O,l,...,k,} and lj=O for 
j ~6 IO, 1,. . . , k,); then 
k,-1 
ai,j= C m,_klj_k (i=O,l,..., k,-1, j=O,l,..., k,-1), 
k=o 
or 
which is equivalent with (1.5). It is clear from Lemma 2.1 
(1.6). 
Now let us prove Theorem 1.2, which claims that 
that (1.5) implies 
n 
any matrix is a 
Bezoutian of two matrix polynomials and minimality can be achieved for the 
mutual dimension of such a pair. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose (1.7) holds; then 
ui j-u. t-l,j-1 = milj (i=O,l,..., k,, j=O,l,..., k,), 
and therefore, 
(I- Ap)A(A,p) = M(A)L(p) 
for M(h) = C:‘,m,A”, L(A) = xT&ljAj, and A(A,p) = C~~~‘C~~~‘U,,~A’~~. 
Consequently, M(A)L( l/A) = 0 and A is the Bezoutian of the polynomials 
M(A) and L(A). 
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Now, take any decomposition as in (1.7). Assume that mi E C”lXn3, 
Zj E @“3xnz. It is clear that 
rank( AA) < min 
[ 
rank(col(mJ:lO), nnk(row{ Ii,J”lO)]. 
Therefore, n3 > rank(AA). However, (1.7) holds, as AA, just like any other 
matrix, admits a rank decomposition, which is a decomposition that preserves 
the rank of the matrix. n 
Next we prove that any matrix is a Bezoutian of a unique (up to 
similarity) minimal pair. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that the two pairs 
have the same Bezoutian if and only if 
Mcol L row = M&l -%w ) (2.10) 
where Mcol = col(m,>~~,, L,, = row(lj)T&, M&, = col(mi)k,O, and Li,,,,, = 
row(Zj)$,. It is clear that (1.9) and (1.10) imply (2.10). Conversely, assume 
that (2.10) holds. It follows from the minimality of ML,, and L:,, that there 
exist an n3 ~(k, + l)n, matrix (Y and a (k, + l)n, X n3 matrix /3 such that 
~M&I = L&J = Ina. (2.11) 
Let S be the 12s X n3 matrix defined by S = L,,p. It follows from (2.10) and 
(2.11) that (aM,,,)S = I_. Hence, S is invertible with S-’ = CYM,,,. Now, 
(2.10) and (2.11) imply also M,,,S = ML,,, and SplL,,, = L:,,,,. 1 
3. DECOMPOSITION OF THE OPERATOR A 
We have proved that the operator A is connected with the analysis of 
Bezoutians, and therefore it is of importance to be able to find decomposi- 
tions of AD for a given block matrix D. In the following theorem we give 
two special decompositions. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D be a block matrix of the form 
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Let T(A) = t, + t,h + * . . + t, _Ihkz-l + Z,2hk” be any n2 X n2 manic poly- 
nomial of degree k,, and let R(h) = Znl + r,h + * * * + rk,_lAkl-l + rklAkl be 
any n1 x n, comonic polynomial of degree k,. Then AD has the following two 
representations : 
1 d 0,o 
d 1.0 
DS,(@-S,(T)D + : (I,,, rl “’ rk,) 
. . . 0 dk,-1.0 
0 / 
to 
t1 
- 
i : ( o dk,-l,o * *. dk2-l,kl-l) (3.1) 
and 
I \ “2 
tk,- 1 
+ 1 (do.0 do,, . . 
t1 
. do,!+ 0) 
0 
dO,k,-l 
dl,k,-l (rk, rk,-l 
. . 
r1 Ll)’ (3.2) 
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where S,(R), S,(R) denote the generalized shi@ lef and shi$t right matrices 
/ -f1 *.. - rk,-l - rk,’ 
h(R)= 
0 0 
.‘?....I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) 
0 . . . Z “1 0 
( 0 Z . . . n1 0 \ 
S,(R)= ‘b’. . . . .;. . . . .*::. . .;. . ) 
“1 
- rk, -rk,_l -*’ -rg 
while S,(T ), S,(T) o!enote the generalized shift down and shift up matrices 
S,(T) = 
S,(T) = 
0 . . . Z n2 - tk,-l 
-tk,-1 In2 *” 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.. 
In addition, 
and 
rank, D < rank[ DS,( R) - S,(T) D] + n1 + n,, (3.3) 
rank, D < rank[ S,( T) D - DS,.( R)] + nl + n2. (3.4) 
Proof. Note that 
DS,( R) = (d,,j+l - di,orj+,);:,’ ;:-ol 
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and 
Therefore, 
+col( ti):lilrow( dkZ_ , 1j)5i-~-col(d,.,):“,‘row(r,,,):~-~, 
which implies (3.1). Similarly, 
and 
Thus 
which implies (3.2). Clearly, (3.3) and (3.4) follow from (3.1) and (3.2) 
respectively. W 
It is clear that we may define the Bezoutian of a set of matrix polynomials 
k$‘) 
M,(A) = c m(‘h’, 
i=O 
that satisfy the equation C”,,M,(A)L,(l/A) = 0, as the Bezoutian of the 
matrix polynomials M(A) = E~‘omiA’ and L(A) = Ct&oZ .Aj whose coefIi- 
cients are m. = row(m(‘), . . . , m!“)) and 2. = col(P t I .I 3 ,. . .,Zf)>. Sometimes, it 
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might be more convenient to present a block matrix as the Bezoutian of a set 
of matrix polynomials with additional properties. For example, the following 
theorem is the analogue of a theorem of Lerer and Tismenetsky in [B]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Any block matrix D = (di,j):f,’ :&I, with entries 
di,j E C”zXnl, is a Bezoutian of the fm 
k,-1 k,-1 
(~-API C C di,j’“r*.‘=M,(‘)L,(~)+M,(h)L,(~CL)+Mg(h)L3(EL), 
i=O J=O 
where M,(A) is a manic polynomial of degree k,, LB(p) is a comonic 
polynomial, deg M,.(A) Q k, - 1 for r = 2,3, and L,(O) = 0 for r = 1,3. 
Proof. Let T(A) = t, + t,A + * * * + tk,_lhk2-1 + Z,2Ak2 be any n2 X n2 
manic polynomial of degree k,, and let R(A) = In1 + r,A + . * . + rk,_lAkl-l 
-I rk,Akl be any n1 X n, comonic polynomial. Let 
col( yi)kl!?irow( ej):L+’ = DS,( R) - S,(T) D 
be any decomposition of DS,(R) - S,(T)A. Define M,(A) = T(A), M,(A) = 
CfSi’dj,,Ai, M,(A) = C”l,‘y,A’, and define L,(p) = - C~~~ldk,_l,j~j+l, 
L,(Pu) = R(P), L,(p) = c;gvjp j+l. It follows from Theorem 1.2 that any 
decomposition of AD gives the polynomials for which D is the Bezoutian. 
Hence, the theorem follows from Theorem 3.1 using the decomposition of 
AD in (3.1). n 
4. H-BEZOUTIAN OF POLYNOMIALS 
Recall the definition of the H-Bezoutian of two nonsquare matrix polyno- 
mials M’(A) = C~~,rn:A’, L’(A) = C~~,ljAj with ml E CnlXn3, 11 E C”zXnz 
that satisfy 
M’(A)L’(A) =0, 
as the block matrix A, =(a;,j)k’-L kz-l with entries ai,jECnlx”2 which i=o j=O 
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can be found from 
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k,-1 k,-1 
c c a:,jAipj = 
M’(A)L’(tL) 
i=o j-0 
h-p ’ 
Following is the analogue of Theorem 1.1 for the H-Bezoutian. 
(4.1) 
THEOREM 4.1. Let M’(A) = C~&rn~h” and L’(A) = C:$,ljAj be two ma- 
trix polynomials such that 
M’(A)L’(A) =O, 
k1 -’ k2 - ’ and let A,=(ai,j),=o j=0 be their H-Bezoutian. Then 
VA,=col(m:)~i,row(l_/)~~,, (4.2) 
where VA, is the (k, + l)n, X(k, + lb, b2ock matrix 
with u;,~=O if ie(O,l,..., k,-l} orj@{O,l,..., k,-1). Moreover, A, 
admits the following representations : 
Irni3 0-s m; m; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
rnil **a mi,-k3+2 m!k,-k,+l 
A,= o . . . 
m;,-k3+3 mi,-k,+2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . 0 mlk, 
\ 
i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
x 0 * *. l/& l&2 *** l&-2 I (4.3) 1; *. . 1/&2 l/& * * * l& 
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A,=- 
% 0 
. . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mir,-2 m&-a ... 0 
%x,-l m,&2 a*- mb 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mix-1 m;,-2 *** mil-k 3 
I . . . 
It -k +I li -k +2 ... li,’ 
x f; .’ ’ I;:_,:,, (_k:,, ’ * * 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4.4) 
0 . . . 0 
fw k, = min(k,, k,). 
Proof. Note that (4.1) holds because A, = (a;,j):Lil J2_i1 is the 
H-Bezoutian of the polynomials M’(h) and L’(A). Therefore, 
k,-1 k,-1 
Equating the coefficients of Aipj in both sides gives 
‘i-1,j , - ai j_l = mill (i=O,l,..., k,, j=O,l,..., k,), (4.5) 
which is identical with (4.2). Note that (4.5) implies 
a;,j = rn:+,lj + a;+l,j_l. 
NOW, as a:+r+l,j--r--l = o for r = min(k, - 1- i,j), then 
(4.6) 
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Hence, it follows from (4.6) that 
min(k,-l-i,i) 
a;, i = ‘c mh+kl;-k (i=O,l,..., A,-1, j=O,l,..., k,-1). 
k=O 
Let k, be min(k,,k,), and set mi=O for i4{O,L...,k,} and l{=O for 
j e (0, 1,. . . , k,); then 
k,-1 
a;,j = c m;+l+klj-k (i=O,l,..., k,-1, j=O,l,..., k,-1). 
k=O 
Equivalently, replacing k by k, - 1 - k, then 
k,-1 
al,j = C mi-k+k,lj+l+k-k,T 
k=O 
or 
A, = (mi-k+k,)f?il :;-ol(zj+~+k-k,)::-; ;$ 
which is equivalent with (4.3). On the other hand (4.5) implies 
a;,j = - m~l~+l + Ul_l,j+l. 
Now, as al-r-l,j+r+l =Ofor r=min(i,k,-l-j), then 
ai j = (a; j - a:_,,j+l >+( a:-l,j+l-ai-z,j+z)+ *'* 
+(al-,,j+r-a:-,-,,j+r+l>. 
(4.7) 
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min(i,kp-l- j) 
a:,j = - c m:_kZjl+l+k (i=O,l,..., k,-l,j=O,l,..., k,-1), 
k=o 
or 
which is equivalent with (4.4). W 
Now we are able to determine the connection between the two different 
Bezoutians. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let M(h) = C:‘omihi, L(h) = Cj”“Oljhj be two matrix 
polynomials with mi E C”lX”3, lj E CnjXnz. Assume that 
M(A)L + =O, 
( 1 
(4.8) 
and let A = (a,, j):Lil ;til be their T-Bezoutian. Then the block matrix 
A,= -Al,, (4.9) 
is the H-Bezoutian of the matrix polynomials M’(A) = M(A) and L’(A) = 
Cjk~,ljAkz-j, which satisfy 
M’(A)L’(A) =O. (4.10) 
Proof. It is clear that (4.8) implies (4.101, since L’(A) = AkzL(l/A). 
Moreover, row<Zjl)$,, = row(Zj)TEO Jkz+l, where Jkg+l is the (k, + l)n, X 
(k, + l)n, matrix 
J kZ+l = 
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Hence, it follows from (1.4) in Theorem 1.1 and (4.2) in Theorem 4.1 that 
VA, = AA Jk,+r Finally, (4.9) is a direct consequent of the representations of 
A in Theorem 1.1 and of A, in Theorem 4.1. n 
It is clear now how to obtain the H-Bezoutian analogues of the results 
involving the T-Bezoutian. 
5. INVERSION OF BLOCK MATRICES 
We construct the inverse of a block matrix A, using a decomposition of 
AA-‘. In this manner, we find polynomials for which A-’ is the Bezoutian. 
It is clear that we can look for polynomials for which A-’ is the H-Bezou- 
tian. In this case, our goal would be to decompose VA-‘. 
The following result generalizes an inversion theorem of Lerer and 
Tismenetsky [8] for the case of general block matrices. The proof is different, 
being based upon an inversion principle which was proved in [6]. In order to 
simplify the formulation, we use the following notation. 
Let k, and k, be two integers, and set k = max(k,, k,). Assume that 
.!?oTglP...Tgk-l are any n x m matrices. We denote by Lck,,k,j the k,n X k,m 
matrix 
= 
and 
go 0 . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
gk,-2 &x-3 *” ’ 
gk,-1 &-2 *** g0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
gk,-1 gk,-2 ‘.. &c-k, 
\ 
for k,>k, 
I 
b-k, *‘* g0 0 . . . o\ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
= ,&-_2 '** gk,-2 gk,-3 ‘.. ’ for kl<k2. 
,&-1 ‘*. gk,-1 &-2 “* g0 
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Similarly, denote by UCk,,k,j the k,n x k,m matrix 
U(k,,k,) go,gl,..., ( gk,-1) 
= 
go ... gk,-2 gk,-1 
0 . . . gk,-3 gk,-2 
for k,>k, 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 
0 . . . 0 go I 
and 
gk,-k, “’ gk,-2 gk,-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U(k,,k,)(gOT gl,..., gk*-1) 
(go *** gk,-2 gk,-1 *** gk,-1 
0 . . . 
= gk,-3 gk,-2 ..’ gk,-2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 . . . . . . . . . * . . . . 
0 . . . 0 go *** t&-k, 
for k,<k,. 
If the block matrix has the same number of columns and rows, we simply 
denote 
I 
go 0 
. . . 0 
L(g o>**.>gk-I)= .:I.. . . f:. . .::‘. . .: 
gk-1 gk-2 ..’ g0 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a square block matrix of the form A = 
(a. .>“I-’ f2-’ with entries ai j E C”lx”z and k,n, = k,n,. 1.1 $=O j-0 
Z.,et T(A)= to + t,h + . . . + tk,_lAkz-l + ZnZAk2 be any nz X n2 manic 
polynomial of degree k,, and let R(A) = Z,, -I- r,A + * * . -I- rk,_lAkl-l + rk,Ak’ 
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be any n1 x n, comonic polynomial of degree k 1. Suppose that the decomposi- 
tion 
I --f-l ... - rk,-l - rk, 
Z . . . "1 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . Z 
\ "1 
0 
= col( zi) fLi.-,’ row( tuj)iiil 
\ 
A-A 
I 
0 . . . 
Z . . . 
n2 
. . . . . . . 
0 . . . 
0 - to 
0 - t1 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Z 
n2 - tk2- 1 1 
(5.1) 
holds with zi E C”lX”3 and wj E C”ax”z. 
Zf there exist solutions to the matrix equations 
k,-1 
C ai,jxj = 60,izn, 
j=O 
(i=O,l,..., k,-I), (5.2) 
k,-1 
C ai, jYj = zi 
j=O 
(i= O,l,..., k,--I), (5.3) 
k,-1 
C Uiai,j=8k2-l,jZnz (j=O,l,...,k,-l), 
i=O 
(5.4) 
k,-1 
C viai,j = wj 
i=O 
(j=o,l,...,k,-1) (5.5) 
with xi E C”ax”l, yj E @“~~“a, ui E CnzX”l, vi E C’QXnl, then A is invertible. 
Moreover, A- ' is the Bezoutian of the polynomials M(h) = C::omihi, L(h) = 
Cjk~~l~hj, where 
mi = row( yi,xi,ti), lj=COl(Vj-~,1;,-Uj-~), (5.6) 
with r. = I,,, tk = I,,=, and xk,, yk,,u_l,v_l all zeros. The inverse matrix 
A-’ admits the ]ollowing representations: 
A-’ = L(k,,k,) ( xO,x I~~~~~Xk,-dU(k,,k,) zn,prIt~..yrkl-I ( > 
+ L(k,,k,)(YO~.‘*~ Yk,-1)U~k,,kl)(o~vO~...~vk,-2) 
- L(k,,k,) O~‘*.~tk,-l tt )U~k,,k,)(o~UO~...~Uk,-2) (5.7) 
I 
0 
AD = : YcolV,, 
6 . . . 0 
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and 
A-l=CJck,,k,j 4,2,t,c2-w..> ( tl)L~kJ,kl)(Ukl-lyUkl-2,..., %I) 
-~k,,k,)(O~Xk,-l~...~Xl)L~k,,k,)(rk,~....rl) 
-U~k,,k,)(O~yk,-l,...,Y1)L~k,,k,)(ukl-l,...,Og) (5.8) 
fat- k, = min(k,, k,). In addition, 
XOfk, + YOvk,-1 = tOUk,-l. (5.9) 
Proof. It is proved in Theorem 2.3 of [6] that the solvability of (5.2) and 
of (5.3) implies the invertibility of the matrix A. It follows from (5.1) and the 
solvability of (5.3) and of (5.5) that 
S,(R)A - AS,(T) = AYc’,,;V,,A 
for Y,, = col( yi&,’ and V,, = row(vj)jk& i. Therefore, 
D%(R) - %(T)D=Yc&-,, (5.10) 
for D = A-‘. Moreover, it follows from (5.2) and (5.4) that 
col( d,,,);:;’ = X,, (5.11) 
and 
roW(dk,-l,j j=O )kl-l = u,,, (5.12) 
for X,, = col( x J:z, ’ and U,,, = row(uj)F’il. Combining (5.10)-(5.12) with 
(3.1) gives 
+ x4 ( 1 0 ( I “1 1 r *** rk J- 
t0 
t1 
tk,-I 
Z “2 
(0 %W)~ 
and therefore, by (1.41, the matrix A-i is the Bezoutian of M(h) and L(h) 
defined by (5.6). Clearly, (5.7) and (5.8) follow from (1.5) and (1.6), while 
(2.2) implies (5.9). n 
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The above formulae for A- ’ took advantage of the decomposition of 
AA-’ given in (3.1). It is clear that we may use the decomposition given in 
(3.2) and obtain different formulae for A-‘. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a square block matrix of the form A = 
(a. .>“l-’ kzP1 with entries ai j E C”lx”z ‘._I z=O J=a and k,n, = k,n,. 
Let T(A)= t, + t,A + .* * + tk,_lAk’-l + In2Ak2 be any n2 x n2 manic 
polynomial of degree k,, and let R(A) = Z,, + r,A + . . . + rk,_lAkl-l + rk,Akl 
be any n1 x n1 comonic polynomial of degree k 1. Suppose that the decomposi- 
tion 
’ - tk,_l I,,* * ** 0 \ ’ 0 1 . . . “1 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A -t, 0 *** In2 - 0 0 . . . I “1 
holds with zi E C”lx”3 and wj E C”zxnz. 
If there exist solutions to the matrix equations 
k, - 1 
c ai,jxj=8k,_l,izn, (i=O,l,..., k,-1), 
j=o 
k, - 1 
C ai, jYj = zi 
j=O 
(i=O,l,..., k,-1), 
k,-1 
C uiai, j = sO, jznp 
i=O 
(j=O,l,..., k,-l), 
k,-1 
C viai,j = wj 
i=O 
(j=O,l,...,k,-1) 
\ 
A 
I 
with xj E C”zX”l, yj E @“zx”3, ui E Cnzx”l, vi E C”J~“I, then A is invertible. 
Moreover, A - ’ is the Bezoutian of the polynomials M(A) = C~20miA”, L(A) = 
C~“L~~~A~, where 
mi=row(yi-,,Xi-l,tkp-_i)’ lj = col(vj, - rk,_j,uj). 
Here r0 = Zn1, tk, = ln2, and x_ 1, y-1, uk,, vk, are all zeros. 
Theorem 5.1 implies the following result which will be used in Section 9. 
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THEOREM 5.3. Let A be an s X s matrix of the fm A = (ai,j):iil 5:;’ 
with entries ai, j E ~Z”1~“2 and k,n,= k,n,= s. Let B,,B, be two SX s 
matrices such that 
B,A - AB, = c~l(z~)~$~w( wj);$, (5.13) 
with zi E CnlXn3 and wj E C”3x”z. Assume that there exist two s X s invert- 
ible matrices P = (P~,~)::;’ ,“rO1 and Q = (4i,j):l,l 5:;’ such that 
-rk,-l --k,\ 
P-‘B,P= ‘TL1 ‘.. 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ’ 
0 . . . Z 
“1 
0 
\ 
‘0 . . . 0 -to ’ 
QGQ-'= f?. . .‘:I.. .!. . . .:!l.. 7 
0 . . . Z 
n2 - tk,-l 
(5.14) 
with pi,j,rj E @“lXnl, qi,j,ti E cnzxn2. 
If there exist solutions to the matrix equations 
k,-1 
C ai,jxj = Pi.0 
j=O 
(i=O,l,..., k,-I), (5.15) 
k,-1 
C ai, jYj = zi 
j=O 
(i=O,l,..., k,-I), (5.16) 
k,-1 
C uiai,j=qk,_l,j (j=O,l,.*.,k,-l), 
i=O 
(5.17) 
k,-1 
C viai,j = wj 
i=O 
(j=o,l,...,k,-1) (5.18) 
with x.i E cn2Xnl, yj E cn2X%, ui E c”2Xnl, Vi E cnJXnl, then A is invertible. 
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Moreover, A-’ = Q-‘DP-‘, wh ere D is the Bezoutian of the polynomials 
M(h) = C:zomihi, i(h) = Cjki,Zjhj defined by 
mi = row( yi,xi,ti), zj = col(vj’_l,Tj, -u;&) 
f or 
col( x$“,’ = Qcol(xj):“;l, col( y;)“1,’ = Qcol( yi);,l 
and 
row( u;);:-01 = row( uj);L-O1 P, row( ui);LpO’ = row( uj);L-O1 P. 
Here r0 = 1,1, tk, = 1,2, and xf,, yi,, u\ 1, vl, are all zeros. 
Proof. It follows from (5.13) that 
P-lcol(s,)“~~lrow(wj)~~~lQ--l 
= (P-~B~P)(P-~AQ-~)-(P-~AQ-~)(QB,Q-~), 
and therefore, by (5.141, 
/ 
-r1 ... - %-1 - rk, 
1 . . . “I 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . I “1 0 
\ /O . . . 0 - to 
1 . . . 
Al-A, n2 
0 -t1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . 1 , “2 -h-l 
= col( .z;)kLi’row( wj)rEi’, 
where Al=(ai,j)i=o j=. kl-l kz-’ is defined by A, = P-‘AQ-’ and 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
col( z&;-,’ = p-1 col( Zi)k$ row( wjl)JkLil = row( wj):iG1 Q-‘. 
(5.21) 
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It is clear from (5.19)-(5.21) that (5.15)-(5.18) imply 
k,-1 
C a;,jxj = &Z,, 
j=o 
(i=O,l,...,k,-l), 
k, - 1 
C a;,jyj = 2; 
j=O 
(i=O,l,...,k,-l), 
k,-I 
c u:a;,j=8k2_l,jz,* (j=O,l,...,k,-l), 
i=O 
k,-1 
C v;a;,j = wj’ 
i=O 
(j = O,l,...,k, -1). 
Apply Theorem 5.1 to the matrix A, and conclude that A, ’ = D. Conse- 
quently, A-’ = Q-‘DP-‘. n 
6. FIRST THEOREMS ON INVERSION 
OF GENERALIZED BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
Now, we consider the case of block Toeplitz matrices having nonsquare 
blocks. The first result is a generalization of a theorem given, for the scalar 
case, in Heinig and Rost [7]. For the block case it was proved by Lerer and 
Tismenetsky [8]. An independent proof is given in [2]. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let A be a square block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
with entries a,, E @“lx”2 and k lnl = k,n,. The matrix A is invertible if there 
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exist solutions to the following systems of matrix equations: 
k, - 1 
C ai-jxj = 6,,iZ,, 
j=O 
(i=O,l,..., k,-1), (6.1) 
k,-1 
C ai_jzj = ai-k, 
j=O 
(i=O,l ,...,k,-l), (6.2) 
k,-1 
iFouiai-j=Sk2-l,jzn2 (j=o,l,...,k,-l), (6.3) 
k, -1 
C Wiai-j’ a_(j+lj 
i=O 
(j=O,l,...,k,-1) (6.4) 
with xi E cnzxnl, zj E cnZXn2, ui E cnzxnl, Wi E @“lXnl, and a-k, = 0. 
Moreover, A- ’ admits the following representations: 
A-1=Lck k )(X”~Tl,...‘Tk,-l)U~k,,k,)(zn,, -ED’ 2, 3 0’“” - wk,-2 > 
+ L(k,,k,) ( zOyzl>...> %-&k,,k,) o,“~,..., ( uk,-2)> (6.5) 
and 
A-’ =Uck,,k,)(zn,, -Zk,_l,..., -~l)L~k,,k,)(Uk,-l~Uk,-2~“‘~Uo’ 
+ qk,,k,)(“t xk,- l~~~~.*1)L~k,,k,)(wk,-l~Wk,-2 ,...>WO) (6.6) 
fir k, = min(k,, k2). In addition, 
zO"k,-l = &$+-_I. (6.7) 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify the following identity: 
S,A - AS, = SlAE$k2-‘)F;k~-1)- E’,0’F,‘“‘AS2, (6.8) 
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where E$" is the r X ni block column 
E$"= col(Z,,,O,O,...,O), 
E!$z-') is the r X n, block column 
Eik2-')= col(O,...,O,O,Znz), 
F,'O' is the n, X r block row 
F,‘“‘=row(Z,,,O,O ,..., 0), 
FCkz-i) is the na x r block row 2 
FCkz- ‘) = row( 0, . . . , 0, 0, I,,), 2 
and S,, S, are the r X r block shift matrices 
f0 . . . 0 0 
Z . . . 0 0 
s,= .“!. . . . . . . . . . . > 
i 
s, = 
\O . . . I 0 “I 
'0 . . . 0 0 
Z . . . 
“2 
0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . z 0 
“2 i 
Theorem 6.1 follows from Theorem 5.1 applied to the manic polynomial 
T(A) = Z,zAk2 and the comonic polynomial R(p) = I_, using (6.8) as the 
decomposition of S,( R)A - AS,(T). In particular, 
for XCO, = colder’, ZCO, = col(.z,)~~~‘, U,,, = row(uj):‘,‘, and W,,, = 
row(wj)jk& ‘. Hence, (6.5)~(6.7) follow from (5.7)-(5.9). W 
In the following theorem we ignore the block partition of T- ’ and 
obtain, through Theorem 6.1, formulae for T-’ using the first n, scalar 
columns and rows and last n, scalar columns and rows of the inverse matrix 
T- ‘. For this purpose, we further assume that the nl x nr upper left and 
rza X na lower right square submatrices of T-’ are both invertible. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let T be a square block Toeplitz matrix of the fm 
with ai_j l C”l”‘z, k,n, = k,n,, and n2 Q n,. Suppose that each of the 
systems of matrix equations 
Tcol( xi>;:,’ = 
and 
T col( yj)?,’ = 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
is solvable for xi E Cn2x”1, yi E C”zX”z and that yk,_, is invertible. Then T is 
invertible. 
Moreover, let us consider the solutions of the following additional systems 
of matrix equations: 
row( uj)!Lpol T = ( onzx(k2-l)n2 ‘nz) (6.11) 
and 
row(vj)~~pOIT = (I,,, Onlx(ki-~)nl), (6.12) 
where uj E C’QX”l, vj E @“lX”l, and assume that vO is invertible. Then T-’ 
admits the following representations : 
T-1 = L(k,,k,) (x,,x,,..., xk~-Ih-l 
XU(k,,k,)(%,vl - b,,v, - bl>..4’k,-l - bk,_,) 
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XL(k,,k,)( - bk,-l,ok,-l - he-W’% - bO) 
fbr k, = min(k,, k,). H ere bi are the following n1 X n, matrices: 
bi = Vl - y’(yk,_I)P1ui’ 
for the nl x n2 matrix y’ defined by the equality 
y’ = 
0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
co,0 
. . . co,np- 1 
c”,-n2-1,0 . * * C”l-ne-l,ne-l 
and the n, X nl matrices vj defined by the equality 
row( v;);~-ol = 
0 . . . 0 
. . . 0 $0 . . . do,,-1 
4,,-i2-1,0 . * * A,-,b_w 
(6.14) 
where ci, j and di, j are scalars appearing in the following matrices: 
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and 
for r = k,n, = k,n,. In addition, 
Proof. First, note that 
in [6]. Next, the definitions 
x&o)-lhk,-i = 0. (6.15) 
the invertibility of T follows from Corollary 3.3 
of Y’ and of 0; are equivalent with 
and 
0 
VJ’ = 
n,x(n,-q,) 
L, -tl* 
Now, it follows from (6.8) that 
(6.17) 
S,T - TS, = S,T ( 0,x2x(k,-~jnZ ‘ni) 
(I,] 0 nlx(k,-l)nl )TS,. (6.18) 
Therefore, (6.9)-(6.12) imply both 
(IT O n,x(k,-l)nl)TS2yc,,, (6.19) 
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and 
V,,,S,T - YoJS, = YowS,T Co n2x(k2-l)n2 1%) 
- vo (In, 0 n,x(k,-lb, )TS, (6.20) 
for Yco, = col(yi)F~~ ’ and V,, = row( vj)fLi ‘. We assume that n2 < n,, and 
therefore it follows from (6.10) that 
while (6.12) implies 
s,Ty,,, = 0, (6.21) 
0 
“PC”-“” o o,x(k1n’-n2) . 
“1 “2 (nl n,)x(k,n,-4 
Therefore, according to (6.171, 
V,,TS, = V&T > (6.22) 
for V&, = row(v,!)fLi’. We hrther assume that both Ykz_l and v. are 
invertible. Consequently, it follows from (6.91, (6.19), and (6.21) that 
S,T = T[X,,,( In1 %,x(k,-wq)TSeY,,, - s2yd](Yk2-l)-1 
(6.23) 
for Xc,, = col(x,):z; ‘, while (6.111, (6.201, and (6.22) imply 
(In, 0 n,x(k,-lb, )TS, 
u ,.ow - Vrow$ + VA 
I 
T (6.24) 
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for U,,,,, = row(~~)jk&~. Note that 
and 
(L O n,X(k,-l)n, )TS, = row( a_Cj+l)):l,,l 
with u-k z = 0. Thus, (6.23) and (6.24) are equivalent with 
and 
for 
zco, =[ x,,,( zn, %X(k,- lb, )%LI - %%,I] ( ok,- 1) - ’ (6.25) 
and 
Apply Theorem 6.1 for the matrix T, the block columns XC01 and Z,,, 
and the block rows U,, and W,,. Following (6.5)-(6.71, the entries of XCol, 
of ZCol, of Q,,, and of W,, are involved through summands of the form 
,ziuj - xiwj. But, according to (6.25) and (6.261, 
- 4%) -‘[ V,,,S,T [ o’“‘;~~xn+j - v~+~ + u;]. (6.27) 
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( ‘,I on,X(k~-')n,)TS2y~~,(Yk2-')-' 
and therefore, according to (6.181, 
= ~I)-~V,W(~~~ - S,T)ycohh-l)-l~ 
Recall that S,TYC,I = 0. Hence, it follows from (6.12) and (6.16) that 
n,x(kl-lh )TS,Y,,(Yk,-l)-l-(wU)-‘V,,S,T 
= (Q-l( In1 on,x(kl-l)nl )SBy&/k2-l)-1 = (“O)-1Yf(Yk2-1)-1. 
(6.28) 
We combine (6.27) with (6.28) and obtain 
ziuj - XiWj = Xi( o(J -‘[ vj+l - 0; + Y’(Yk,-l)P1uj] - Yi--l(Ykz-I)-lUj* 
Hence, 
which proves (6.13)-(6.15). n 
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The previous result is a generalization of a theorem of Gohberg and 
Heinig [3], who dealt with square block Toeplitz matrices. Indeed, in the 
square block case n, = n2 and therefore both y’ = 0 and V,&,, = 0. This 
implies row(b,)fA-i,’ = 0, and the formula of Gohberg and Heinig follows from 
(6.13). 
Similarly, we may regard the first n1 + n2 scalar columns and rows of 
T-’ with additional assumptions on the invertibility of two submatrices and 
obtain a generalization of a theorem of Gohberg and Krupnik [4] in which 
scalar Toeplitz matrices are considered. 
Now we consider generalized block circulant matrices. Recall the defini- 
tion of square block circulant matrix as a block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
/a, a1 I22 ... ak-l 
ak-l aO a, ... ak-2 
T= ak-2 Uk-, (10 ... ak-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
with square matrices uO, a,, . . . , a&, as its entries. A matrix T = 
Ca,, j)f;Lil ia’ with entries u~,~ E C”l’“2, k,n, = k,n,, is called a block 
circulant matrix if it is a generalized block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
T= 
a2 
. . . 
uk,-l 
ak,-l a0 a1 
. . . 
ak,-2 
ak,-2 ak,-l a0 
. . . 
ak,-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ 
for k,,<k,, 
or of the form 
a0 a1 a2 0-a ak,- 1 
Qk,-1 a0 a, .*. ak,-2 
I 
T= ak,-2 ak,-1 a,, “* ak,-3 
I 
for k,>k,. 
a2 a3 ‘*. ak, 
We may assume that k, < k,, since in case k, > k, case we need only 
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consider the transposed matrix. In the next result, we consider a generalized 
block circulant matrix which is a general block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
T= 
a0 a1 
. . 
ak,-k, ak,-k,+l b ’ ” a/&’ 
ak,-l a0 
. . . 
ak,-k,-l ak,-k, “’ %-2b 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ak,-k,+2 ak,-k,+3 ak,-k,+l b 
with entries apE C”lXng, k,n, = k,n,, n2 < n,, where b is any n2 X n2 
matrix. Note that if b = Zn2, then T is a block circulant matrix, while if b = 0, 
then T is a generalized block lower Toeplitz matrix. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let T be a generalized block circulant matrix of the form 
a0 a1 
. . . 
ak,-k, ak,-k,+l b . ’ ’ ak,- ,b 7 
ak,-l a0 
. . . 
ak,-k,-l ak,-k, ..* ak,-2b 
T= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ak,-k,+2 ak,-k,+3 . ak,-k,+l b 
ak,-k,+l ak,-k,+2 . ak,-k, 
/ 
with entries aP E CnlXng, k,nl = k,n,, n2 < n,, and an n2 X n2 matrix b. Zf 
there exists a block column X,, = col(x,>&’ with xi E Cnzxnl such that 
TX,__, = E?, 
then T is invertible. Moreover, considering the block rows U,,, = row(uj$‘i ’ 
and W,, = row( wjwj>t:, ’ that satisfy 
U,,,T = Fikz-l) 
and 
W TOW T = F,“‘TS, 
with uj E C “~~“1 and wj E C”lx”l, then T- ’ admits the following representa- 
tions : 
T-l= J&k,) ( xo>xl,...> xk,-l) + qk,,k,) (CL.., ~,~,&+~~~~hk,-2) 
-L (xO>+.>xk,-1) (k,.k,) 
XU(0,w,+a,bu,,w,+a,bu,,...,w~,-~+a~b~~,-~) 
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and 
T-’ = &k,,k,) (o,..., O,~k,-I,~k,-2~..~~~0) 
Proof First note that the special form of T implies 
S,TE$k2-” = TE$‘)b - El’)a,b. 
Therefore, we may define ZcOl = COI(Z,>~~~~ with zi E Cnzxnz to be the 
following block column: 
Zcol = Ei’)b - Xcolaob; 
hence we’ve constructed the solutions of both (6.1) and (6.2). Consequently, 
Theorem 3.1 in [6] implies the invertibility of T. The formulae for T-’ 
follow from (6.5) and (6.6) using the assumption that k 1 < k,. n 
Note that the inverse of a generalized block circulant matrix having 
nonsquare blocks need not be of the same type. In the case of k 1 = k,, then 
W Tow = bF:kl-l) - ba,U,, and T-’ admits the following representations: 
X0 ho “’ hk,-2\ ’ X0 0 . . . 0 
. . . 
T-l= .:‘!. . .“‘. . . . . . . . . . , . . . + . . . *. . . . . *. . . . *. . . buk,-3 x, x,, ‘*’ 0 
*k,-2 xk,-3 ... bu0 ‘k,-2 xk,-3 “’ 0 
*k,-1 xk,-2 -** \xk,-l xk,-2 ‘.’ xl 
(0 u. *** uk,-2 
0 0 *** 
X(ba,-a,b) 
uk,-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ... u. 
,o 0 *** 0 
288 
and 
uk,-l G-lb 
T-1 = 
uk,-2 uk,-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Ul u2 
UO Ul 
x (a,b - ba,) 
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. . . 
Xlb 
\ , 
o %-1 
. . . 
x2b 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . 
+ . . . . . . 
. . . 
%-lb 0 0 
. . . 
uk,-l \o 0 
uk,-l 0 
. . . 0 
uk,-2 uk,-1 .** 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ul u2 ... 0 
UO u1 a.0 uk,-l 
. . . 
Xl ’ 
. . . 
x2 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . 
‘k,-l 
. . . 0 / 
and hence, if a,b = ba,, then the inverse is also a generalized block 
circulant matrix. In particular, if T is a square block circulant having square 
blocks (the case of an identity matrix b), then 
T-l= 
= 
x0 UO 
Xl X0 
. . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-2 xk,-3 
xk,-l xk,-2 
uk,-l xk,-l 
uk,-2 uk,-l 
. . . . . . . . . . 
Ul UP 
UO Ul 
. . 
. . . 
uk,-2 
. . . 
‘k,-3 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . 
UO 
. . . 
Xl 
. . . 
Xl 
\ 
. . . 
x2 
. . . . . . 
. . . 
‘k,-1 
. . . 
uk,-l I 
’ is itself a block In this case, ui = xk,_l_i and the inverse matrix T-l 
circulant matrix. This is evident, since all block circulant matrices with k X k 
blocks of dimension n X n are the set of block matrices that commute with 
f 0 0 *-* 0 I,’ 
I, 0 ... 0 0 
0 I, *** 0 0 . 
. . . , , . . . . . . . . . . , 
0 0 ..a \ I, 0) 
This commutation relation is evidently invariant under inversion. 
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The example 
‘0 1 0 0 0 0’ 
001000 
100100 
000100 
\o 0 0 0 1 0) 
has no special structure, even when divided into square blocks: 
‘0 1 00 00 
00 10 00 
10 01 00 
00 01 00 
00 00 10 
00 10 01 
010 000 
001 000 
100 100 
000 loo 
000 010 
001 001, 
However, if we divide this matrix into 2 x 3 blocks each of which is a 3 X 2 
matrix, we get 
01 00 00 
00 10 00 
10 01 00 
00 01 00 
00 00 10 
00 10 01 
which is a block circulant matrix. For this example, 
T-l= 
0 01 -10 0 
1 00 000 
0 10 000 
0 00 100 
which is not a circulant matrix. The appropriate block vectors that construct 
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the inverse as in Theorem 6.3 are 
x,1 = 
u 0 00 010 = row (o-1 0 0 1 1 ’ 
0 01 
1 00 
0 10 
0 00 
0 00 
o-1 0 
i 000 0 0 0) 
W row = 001 I -100. 100 000 J 
7. OTHER THEOREMS ON INVERSION 
OF GENERALIZED BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
In this section we obtain formulae for the inverse of a generalized block 
Toeplitz matrix through a relatively small number of block columns and block 
rows of its inverse. Note that if T is a generalized block Toeplitz matrix of 
the form T =(a,_j)filil :Lil, with u~_~ E C3”lx”2 and k,n, = k,n,, then 
D = T-’ is of the form D = (di,j) f;l;,’ tLmol with d,, j E Cnzx”l. 
The first result is a generalization of a theorem of Gohberg and Heinig [3] 
to the case of a general block Toeplitz matrix having nonsquare blocks. The 
theorem of Gohberg and Heinig is itself a block generalization to the 
Gohberg-Semencul formula [5] for the inverse of a scalar Toeplitz matrix. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let T be a square block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
with entries a,, E C”lx”‘z and k,n, = k,n,. Let r be an integer number such 
that ng < n1 < n2r. Suppose that each of the systems of matrix equations 
k,-1 
C ai_jxj=6,,iZnl (i=O,l,...,k,--1) 
j=O 
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k, - 1 
c ai-jyj=8kl_l,izn, (i=o,l,..., kl-1) 
j=O 
is solvable for xi E @‘Qx”~ and yj E @“zx”l. Assume that yk,_, is right 
invertible, i.e. 
rank Y~,-~ = n2. 
Then T is invertible. 
Moreover, let us consider the solutions of the r + 1 systems of matrix 
equations 
k,-1 
c uiai_j=6k2_1zn2 (j=o,l,...,k,-1) 
i=O 
and 
k,-1 
C v,!s)ai_j=S,,jZ,2 (j=O,l,..., k,-1, s=O,l,..., r-l), 
i=O 
where ui E C”zxnl, vi”) E @“zxnl, and assume that col(v(d)>,~~~ is left invert- 
ible, i.e. 
rank col(vb;“):Ii = nl. 
Let CY be any right inverse of yk,_ 1, and let row@,>;,: be any left inverse of 
col(v~‘)~I?,. Equivalently, 
Yk,- la = z “2 
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and 
r-l 
c p,f$) = z nl’ 
s=o 
where a and po,pl,...,p,_l are n,Xn, matrices. Then T-’ admits the 
following representations : 
’ x0 0 . . . 0 ’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T-l= Xk,_l Xk,-2 ... X0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\?k-1 xk,-_2 ... Xk,-k, 
I 
( (s) 
00 01 
(s) - vg-l) . . . vp,,, - I$$) 
r-l 
XCPS O 
$’ . . . .p, - vp,:y 
s=. ,............................. 
0 0 . . . (s) 00 
’ 0 . . . 0 0 \ 
Yo **. 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . 
- 
Yk,-2 ..’ YO 0 a 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(h-2 ..’ Yk,-k, h-k,- 1, 
0 . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ xk,-l xk,-2 ‘*’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
*k,-1 xk,-cJ *” 
r-1 
x c PsYs-1n 
s = 1 
I 
0 u. ... uk,-2 
0 0 *.* uk,-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . * 
I 0 0 0 0 
. . . 
uo 
. . . 0 
0 ’ 
. . . . . 
X0 
. . . . 
Xk,-k, 
I 
0 uo ... uk,-2 
0 0 *a* uk,-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 ... 240 
0 0 ... 0 
(7.1) 
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and 
/%x-l h-2 “’ Yo 
. . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 . . . 0 
Yk,-1 h-2 ..’ 
T--l= o 
h-k, 
I”k,-l 
Ykz-1 ..’ yk,_k,_l 
cy uk,-2 t‘k,-, ..’ 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
!dk,-1 ) ’ 
UO u1 .** 
0 0 
uk,-l 
. . . 
fxk,-2 ‘.. Xl ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-1 ... Xk,-k, 
+ 0 ... Xk,-k,-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . xk,- 1 
\ 0 . . . 0 I 
r-1 
s=o I 
vgy 0 . . . 
x c ps . .I. . . . . .I. . . . . . . .‘. . . . . . .I. up-p- up’, UpI;’ 
0 
0 
. 
\ VO 
(s--l)_ @’ v(s-l) _ $’ . . . 
1 Up::’ 
- 
I 0 
. . . 
0 . . . 
r-l 
x c PsYs-1Q 
s=l 
In addition, 
fxk,-2 *’ ’ x1 ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-1 *‘* Xk,-k, 
0 . . . Xk,-k,-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,- 1 
0 ! 
l”k,-l 0 
. . . 0 \ 
! uk,-2 uk,-1 ‘** 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
, uo u1 **- uk,-l j 
r-1 r-l 
xo c p,vg:‘= x~ c PsYs--laUk,--l. 
s=l s=l 
Here, y-l and VI-~) are zeros. 
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The second result is the following generalization of a theorem of Gohberg 
and Krupnik [4] which g ave another formula for the inverse of a scalar 
Toeplitz matrix using the first and second columns of the inverse. Moving to 
the block case, we need some block rows of the inverse as well. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let T be a square block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
with entries a,, E C”lx” 2 and k,n,= k,n,. Let r be an integer number such 
that n2 < n, < n,r. Suppose that each of the systems of matrix equations 
k,-1 
c ai_jxj=60,iZnl (i=O,l,..., k,-1) 
j=O 
and 
k,-1 
c ai_jzj=6,,iZ,, (i=O,l,..., k,--1) 
j=O 
is solvable for xj E C”zx”l and .zj E Cnzxnl. Assume that xk,_, is right 
invertible, i.e. 
rankxk,_, = n2. 
then T is invertible. 
Moreover, let us consider the solutions of the following r + 1 systems of 
matrix equations : 
k,-1 
~~ov~s)ai_j=S,+~~_,,jZ”, (j=O,l,..., k,-1, s=-1,0 ,..., r-l), 
where v!“) E C”px”l, 
1 
and assume that col<v~)),‘:~ is left invertible, i.e. 
rank col(vg’):I: = nl. 
Let (Y be any right inverse of xk,_ 1, and let Rowena be any left inverse of 
col(v~)>~;~. Equivalently, 
xk,-l(y = ‘IQ 
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and 
r-1 
c p,vp = 1 
fll’ 
s=O 
where (Y and &,P,,...,/3r-1 are n, x n2 matrices. Then T- ’ admits the 
following representations: 
0 . . . 0 ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T--l = xk,-l xk,-2 **’ x0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\‘k,-1 xk,-_2 .” ‘k,-k,, 
/ (s) 
00 
(s) _ (s-1) 
Vl 00 
. . . vg, 1- I$,:;) ’ 
r-1 
XCPS O (8) VO . . . vp, - lIpI:;) s=. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 . . . (s) VO I 
- 
- zo . . . 0 0 
x0 - 21 
. . . 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-2 -zk,-1 ..’ x0 - 21 - zo 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ xk,-2 -zk,-1 *** Xk,-k, - Zk,-k,+l xk,-k,-l - Zk,-k, 
lo vb’-‘) . . . $-;)\ 
0 0 ... I$:;) 
xa . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘. . . 
0 0 ... vb’-‘) 
\o 0 **a 0 , 
0 . . . 0 ’ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ xk,-l xk,-2 ‘*’ X0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\xk,-l xk,-2 “’ Xk,-k,, 
10 $1) . . . q;I 
r-l 
Vf:;) 
x c &(X,+kp_r_+?)a: ?. . . .:. . . :.t . . .I.. 
s=o 
(r-1) 0 0 ... v. 
\o 0 .*. 0 
) (7.2) 
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and 
*k,-2 -** Xl \ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T-’ = 
x&-l *” Xk,-k, 
0 . . . xkz-k,-l 
.*............... 
I 0 0 
r-1 
x CP, 
s=o 
+ 
XC2 
. . . 
‘k,-1 
. . . 0 , 
xkl-l *k,-2 -zk,-1 *” x0 - Zl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-l - zk, xk,-2 -zk,-1 *” Xk,-k, - Zk,-k,+l 
0 xk,-l - zk, . * * Xk,-k,-l - Zkz-k, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 . . . 
.(,:I:) 0 . . . O I 
*k,-l- zkp 
xk,-2 *‘* Xl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-1 .** xk,-k, 
0 . . . Xkz-k,- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.g:‘z’ c:’ **  0 - . ..*.................. 
(r- 1) vo vy-‘) . . . .gp: 
I 
0 . . . xk,-l 
0 . . . 0 
\ 
1 
/ 
0 . . . 0 I 
r-1 
x c P&,+ks-r-l - I)(;+ $$ , ;$!fi’. . ;.*;. . . .o. . 
s=o 
I 
(r-1) 
VO 
vy-” . . . 
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r-1 r-l 
x0 c p&s:) = zo”“(,:r:)+ x0 c ps(x,+k*_‘_I - p)cYu~T:). 
s=l s=o 
Here, x _ , and UK) are zeros. 
The proofs of Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 7.2 are obtained as two special 
cases of a more general result which is given in Section 8. 
In order to see that Theorem 7.1 is a generalization of a theorem of 
Gohberg and Heinig in [3], note that in the square block case k, = k, or, 
equivalently, r = 1. Moreover, (Y = ki,‘t, and PO = O&O)-‘. Thus, we may 
replace V,,: by V,, and obtain from (7.1) 
T-l= 
X0 0 
. . . t 
Xl x0 ... i 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,- 1 xk,-2 *** x 
3 
3 .I '0 
- 
0 . . . 0 0 
Yo --- 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
yk,-3 “’ 0 0 
Yk,-2 -” YO o 
(vo) --I 
(VI 
0 
0 
1 
\ 
(Yk,-I)-' 
3 01 .*. ‘k,-1 
00 -*. vk,-2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . 00 
0 u. -*- uk,-2 
0 0 a-- uk,-3 
. . . . . . . . ‘  . . . . . . . 
0 0 .a- u. 
0 0 a** 0 
which is the formula of Gohberg and Heinig. 
In order to see that Theorem 7.2 is a generalization of a theorem of 
Gohberg and Krupnik [4], recall again that in the square block case k, = k, 
or r = 1 and we may replace VzA by U,, and V&l’ by V,,,. In particular, 
PO = (u,>-’ and (Y = (x~,_~)-~. Consequently, (7.2) turns out to be 
0 . . . 
T-l= xl x,, *” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * 
xk,-l xkl-_2 ‘.. x0 
fail--v0 ..’ tik,-1-l)k,-2 
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- 20 
. . . 0 0 \ 
x0 - 21 
. . . 0 0 
. . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-3 -zk,-2 **’ - 20 
o bk,-1)-l 
~k,-2-Zk,-l “. x0-21 -20 
‘0 u. ... uk,-2’ 
0 0 ... uk,-3 
. . . . . . . ...*..... + 
0 0 *** UO 
,o 0 *.. 0 / 
I 
x0 0 
. . 0 
Xl x0 ... 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . ...*.*. 
xk,-l xk,-2 ‘.* x, 
0 uo *.- uk,-2 
0 0 *.* uk,-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . ...*. 
0 0 *** UO 
0 0 .a* 0 
. (7.3) 
Moving to the scalar case, we must recall an important property of scalar 
Toeplitz matrices: they are persymmetric, i.e., 
where J is the scalar matrix 
lo 0 0.. 0 1’ 
0 0 *** 1 0 
J= ; ; .: ; ; . 
0 1 .** 0 0 
\l 0 *.* 0 o/ 
In particular, this implies that Xcol, Z,, and U,,, V,, fulfill 
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Therefore, (u~)-~x~~_~ - u~(x~,_~)-~ = 0, and (7.3) becomes 
T-l= x, x0 **- 0 ! 
*0 0 
. . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-l xk,-2 “. X(J 
(xk,-l ‘k,-2 - zk,-l 
I 0 X xk,-l 
h-l)-’ 
. . . 
x0 - Zl 
. . . 
xl-z2 
\ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 . . . "k,-1 J 
- 
X 
- zo . . . 0 0 
x0 - 21 
. . . 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-3 -zk,-_2 *” - zo 0 
xk,-2 -zk,_, ... To-z, --zo 
0 xk,-, ‘-’ Xl ’ 
0 0 *a. x2 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 *** xk,-l 
\o 0 ... 0 ) 
(xk,-l)-l 
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which is the formula of Gohberg and Krupnik. 
8. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 7.1 AND 7.2 
First, we obtain a more general result in which we establish formulae for 
the inverse of a general block Toephtz matrix having nonsquare blocks which 
involve merely block columns and block rows of the inverse matrix. This is a 
generalization of the results obtained in [l] for the scalar case and in [2] for 
the regular block case. 
Note that if T is an invertible square block Toeplitz matrix with entries 
in CnlXn2, then each block column of its inverse has rank n,, while each 
block row of the inverse has rank n,. In the following result we show how to 
choose block columns and rows of the inverse matrix T-’ such that the 
formula for T-’ is determined through these specific columns and rows. 
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THEOREM 8.1. Let T be a generalized block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
with ai_i E C”lx” 2 and k,n, = k,n,. Suppose that each of the 2r, +l sys- 
tems of Aatrix equations 
k,-1 
C ai-jxj = 60,iI,1 
j=O 
k,-1 
C ai-jYj’)= Glp,izn, 
j=O 
ko-1 
C ai-jzjP) = 61,,+I,iZn, 
j=O 
(i=O,l,..., k,--l), (8.1) 
(i=O,l,..., k,--1, p=O,l,..., rl-1), (8.2) 
(i=O,l,..., k,-1, p=O,l,..., rl-1) 
(8.3) 
is solvable with xj, yj(“), .z$‘) E Cn2x”1. Assume that row(yp’l)j;lLt is right 2 
invertible, i.e. 
Then T is invertible. 
Moreover, let us consider the solutions of the following 2r, + 1 systems of 
matrix equations 
k,-1 
c uiai-j = ‘kp-l,jzn2 (j=O,l,..., k,-1), (8.4) 
i=O 
k,-1 
C viq)ai_j = 8m,,jZ,2 (j=O,l,..., k,-1, q=O,l,..., rz--l), 
i=O 
(8.5) 
k,-1 
C w,!q)ai_j=8,,,_l,jZn2 (j=O,l,...,k,-1, q=O,l,... ,r2-1), 
i=O 
(8.6) 
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where u. v!q), w!q) E C”~x” 
I), t 
1. Assume further that col(v(61))&;’ is left invert- 
ible, i.e. 
rankcol( t&9));=-; = n,. 
Let col(a,>l;l~~ be any right inverse of row( yg’_ l>l;lct, and let row(pq>G::1 
be any left inverse of col(v$‘J))~%‘. Equivalently, 
c yg’_ lffp = LZ (8.7) 
p=o 
and 
t-* - 1 
c p,vrp’= 1 
“1’ 
q=o 
(8.8) 
where czo,czl ,..., (Y,._~ and po,pl ,..., Prp_l are n1 X n, matrices. Then T-’ 
admits the following representations : 
r2 - 1 
x c pqu()i3,k,)(vg)%p- wsQ),...,v&- w&) 
q=o 
r,-1 
+ c L(k,,&)(Z!jTZy)- yp,...,zg:, - ygq 
p=o 
(8.9) 
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and 
Xa L p (k,,k,)(U)il_l~Uk,--Z~...~~o)+~k,,k,)(O~~kP-l.~~~~~1) 
- U~k,,k3)(0’3Ck,-1~...‘X1) 
r,-1 r,--1 
(8.10) 
jbr k, = min(k,, k,). In addition, 
r2 - 1 ?-,-I 
x0 c &w&= c Z6p)(YpUk,_l 
q=o p=o 
r,-1 r,-1 
+ ~0 c c p,(y~~-,-~l~!,)a,u~,_, (8.11) 
p=o q=o 
Proof. First let us rewrite (8.1)-(8.3) as 
TX, = E;“, 
TyJJ’ = Efn) (p=O,l,..., rl-l), 
l-22, = Efp + 1) (p=O,l,..., ‘y-l), 
where X,, = col(r,)~~,l, Y$) = CON ,i(qp ; l ZL!J = col(~~P))~:;~, and 
E’,j) = c~l(iS,,~Z,~$~;‘. It follows from the iec:mposition of S,T - TS, in 
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(6.8) that 
SJ’Y~) = TS,Yz) + S,TE~k~-‘)yfp) 1 - E’P’F,“‘TS,Yfbq’. 2 
But S,TY:$ = TZ$$; hence 
T( X,,,F,'O'TS,Y&$' + Z$j - S,Y,!J') = S,TE$+ “ye!. 1. 
Therefore, by (8.7) 
?-I - 1 
T c ( X,,,F,‘“‘TS,Y~$ + Zg] - S2Y$))ap = S,TE$+“, 
p=o 
or 
TZco, = S,TE$k2- ‘I, 
where ZCOl = col(z,>~~,’ is the block column 
r,-1 
Zco, = c ( Xcol F,“‘TS,Yfb) + Z:j - S2Y;J))ap. (8.12) 
p=o 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 in [6] that T is invertible. 
Now let us rewrite (8.4)-(8.6) as 
U,,T = Fik2-‘), 
V’9’7’ = F$T,) 
row (q=O,l,..., Tz-l), 
W(9’T = Fim,-l) 
row (q=O,l,...,r,-1) 
for the block rows U,, = row(uj)Ji, l, V,b”w’ = row( uj9))j”& ‘, W!,” = 
row(w!9))::; ‘, and F(‘) = _I 2 row(S,, jZ,JT,; ‘. Again, by (6.8), 
V$iTS, = V&$,T + u$Q’F,‘~‘TS, - V;p,,SlTE$k2-“F$k~-? 
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But V!,Q,‘TS, = WJo$T, and therefore, 
Consequently, by (8.81, 
l-2 - 1 
C &( W$d - V,b”,‘S, + V,bQ,‘S,TE$+ “Urow)T = F$TS,, 
q=o 
or, 
W Tow T = F,“‘TS 2, 
where W,, = row( wi )T& ’ is the block row 
r2 - 1 
W = nnv C p,( W!,“,’ - V’o4w)Si + Vr!$ITE$‘2-1)U,,). (8.13) 
q=o 
Now, we have all the solutions for (4.4)-(4.7) namely, XCol, Z,,, U,,,, and 
W TOW. Therefore, it follows from Theorem 6.1 that T-’ admits representa- 
tions as in (4.8) and (4.9). Note that the elements of ZCol and of W,,, are 
involved in (4.8) and in (4.9) only through summands of the type xi wj - zjuj. 
It follows from (8.12) that 
r,-1 
while (8.13) implies 
r2 - 1 
wj = C p,( wjq) - u,!$, + V,,S,TEik2- ‘)uj). 
q=o 
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Therefore, 
r2 -1 r, - 1 
XiWj - ZiUj = Xi C p,( tOi( Uj$l! + C (Y,!!T’l- Z$p))apuj 
q=o p=o 
It follows from (8.7) that 
r2 - 1 ?-Z - 1 r,-1 
c pqV$,$,TE$k2- ‘) = c /ilqV&‘$,TE$- ‘)Fikz- ‘) c Y$$x P’ 
q=o q=o p=o 
while (8.8) implies 
r,-1 72 - 1 r,-1 
F,‘O’TS, c YJ;$, = c pqV!,4,‘E’,0’F,‘“‘TS, c Y~f&,. 
p=o q=o p=o 
Consequently, 
r2 -1 I-, -1 
c Pqv!,4,)V’E, @z-l) _ F,‘O’T‘& c y&r+ P 
q=o p=o 
r,-1 r,-1 
= c c &V$;( S,T@- ‘)Fikz- ‘) - E~“‘F,‘o)TS,)Y$,ki 
P’ 
p=o q=o 
or, by (6.81, 
7.1-l r,-1 
= c c Pq%!(SJ--TS,)Y,(,q)~,, 
p=o q=o 
and according to (8.2) and (8.51, 
r,-1 r,-1 
= c c P,(4$- Yz+L)ap. 
q=o p=o 
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Hence, (8.14) leads to 
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r2 - 1 r,-1 
XiWj - ziuj = xi c p,( wjq) - ql> + c ( y,!!$ - z~p))a,uj 
q=o p=o 
r,-1 r*-1 
+ xi C C Pq(v!z!l- Y%J-I)cU,“jT 
p=o q=o 
which are the exact summands in (8.9)-(8.11). n 
Let us consider now the special case in which minimal number of entries 
of the first column and of the last row are enough for the right invertibility in 
(8.7) and for the left invertibility in (8.8). Let us assume, without loss of 
generality, that for the ni X n2 blocks of T then n2 < ni. There also exists an 
integer number r such that in addition nl < n2r. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let T be a square block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
with entries aP E @n~xn~ and k,n, = k,n,. Let r be an integer number such 
that n2 Q n1 < n,r. Suppose that each of the systems of matrix equations 
k,-1 
C ai_jXj = SO,jZnl (i=O,l,..., k,-l), 
j=O 
k, - 1 
C ai-jYj = sl,iznl (i=O,l,..., k,-l), 
j=O 
k,-1 
C ai_jzj=61+1,iZ”1 (i=O,l,..., k,-1) 
j=O 
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is solvable fm xj, yj, zj E C’Qx”l 
right invertible, i.e. 
and O<l<k,-1. Assume that yk,_l is 
rank yk,_ 1 = n,. 
Then T is invertible. 
Moreover, let us consider the solutions of the following r + 2 systems of 
matrix equations : 
k,-1 
c uiai_j=6k2_l,jIn, (j=O,l,..., k,-1), 
i=O 
and 
k,-I 
c vj”)ai_j=S,+,,,jZ,2 (j=O,l,..., k,-1, s=-1,0 ,..., r-l), 
i=O 
where ui E C”pXnl, vi’) E @“zXnl, and 0 < m Q k, - 1. Assume that 
col( v~)),‘~~ is left invertible, i.e. 
Let CY be any right inverse of yk,-,, and let row(P,)~Z~ be any lef inverse of 
col(v(,s’)~I& Equivalently, 
Yk 2 -la = I,,p 
and 
r-1 
c p,@ = 1 
“I’ 
s=o 
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where (Y and &,PI,...,/3r--1 are n1 x n, matrices. Then T- ’ admits the 
following representation.3 : 
( x0 0 
. . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
T-’ = xk,_l xk,-2 . . . x0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
xk,-l xk,-2 *‘. %-k, 
’ v’o”’ 
v~L_v(os-l) . . . I$‘-1 - ?$I;” 
I 
r-l 
XCP, O 
$’ . . . vp, - tIpI:;) 
s=. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*............... 
0 0 . . . V’o”’ 
I 
- zo . . . 0 0 
yo-21 **- 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . * . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . 
Yk,-2 - %-l ’ ’ * Yo -21 - 20 
. . . . . . . * . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . 
yk2-2 -zk,-1 ... ykz-k, - Zk,-k,+l yk,4-1 - Zkl-k, 
lo uo .-* %-2\ ( x0 0 . . . 0 ’ 
0 0 *** 
. . . . . . . uk,_3 . . . . . . . . . . . . ..* : 
Xa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + xk,-l *k,-2 *0 
o o . . . u. 
\o 0 *** 0 , ’ 
. * . . . ;; ._;. . .*: : . . . . . * . 
xk,-l 2 Xk,-k, ) 
(0 uo *** uk,-2 \ 
r-l 0 0 **. 
x c ps(ys+m_l - vj$)(y 
uk,-3 
. . . . . . . . . . . * . . . < 
s=o 0 0 *-- ug 
/ \ 0 0 *** 0 
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and 
T-’ = 
xk,-2 ” * Xl 
. . . . . . . . . . . ...* *. 
xk,-1 ..’ Xk,-k, 
0 . . . Xk,-k,-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . xk,-l 
0 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 
r-1 
x c p, . .I. . . . . .l. . . . . . . .‘. . . . . . :::. . * .o. 1 up:;)- up’, 
t$y 
s=Q 
*o (s-1) _ $’ o1 (s-l)_ $’ . . . UpI:’ 1 
I 
!hc-1 h-2 - zk,-l ’ ’ * Yo -21 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Yk,- 1 - zk, Yk,-2 - zk,-l ’ ’ * Yk,-k, - Zk,-k,+l 
+ 0 Yk,-l-Zk, ‘** Yk,-k,-l - %-k, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 . . . 
\ 
Yk,-1 - zkz 
Ixk,-2 ‘.’ Xl 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
uk,-l 0 . . . 0' xk,-1 '.* xk,-k, 
Xa uk,-2 uk,-1 *‘* 0 _ 0 . . . Xk,-k,-l 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
uo u1 *** uk,-l, 0 . . . ‘k,-1 
\ 0 . . . 0 
r-l 
x c Ps(Ys+m-1-4S?ib 
s=o 
%c-1 0 . . . 0 \ 
uk,-2 t‘k,-l **’ 
0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
UO Ul *** ukl-l 
In addition, 
r-1 r-l 
zOauk,-l + xO c &s+m-I- u~?d(yuk,-l* 
s=o 
Here y _ 1 and OK) are all zeros. 
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Proof. Apply Theorem 8.1 for rr = 1, taking I, = I, Y:ij = Ycol, and 
Z!${ = Z,,. This proves the invertibility of T. Take now rs = r and m, = 
m + s for s = 0, 1,. . . , r - 1. For this case the 2r block rows V!,“,’ and W!,“w’ 
(4 = 0, 1, . . .) r - 1) involve merely r + 1 different block rows, as W$p,’ = V$,,, ” 
for 4 = 0, 1, . . . , r - 1. The assertions of the theorem follow immediately from 
(8.9)-(8.11). n 
Now we prove both Theorem 7.1 and Theorem 7.2 as two special cases of 
Theorem 8.2. In each of them different pairs of integers I and m are chosen. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Apply Theorem 8.2 for the case of I = k, - 1 and 
m = 0. In this case, the linear matrix equations which include the entries of 
Zco, and of V&,‘) are homogeneous. Therefore, both Zcol and V&l) can be 
taken as the zero block vectors. n 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. Apply Theorem 8.2 for the case of I= 0 and 
m = k, - r. In this case YcO, = X,, and U,, = V!d;; “. n 
9. OTHER APPLICATIONS 
In this section we give applications of Theorem 5.3. The results are 
related to Section 5 of [6], but in order to achieve the framework of 
generalized Bezoutians we have to solve additional matrix equations. The 
benefit is a concrete formula for the inverse matrix rather than a recursive 
formula for the entries of the inverse matrix as in [6]. We shall need the 
relations presented in the following combinatorial lemma. 
LEMMA 9.1. Let A = (a,, j)$y&, B = (bi, j>$io, C = (ci, j)tT&, and D = 
(di,j)tyi, be k X k scalar matrices defined by 
i 
ai,j = 0 j ’ bi,j = 
and 
ci,j=[ jL)-  _i;i I l)T di,j= k-l-i I- j-i 2 
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where (z) is the binomial coefficient r!/s!(r - s)! in the case of integer 
numbers r > s 2 0 and is zero otherwise. These matrices are invertible, and 
the inverse matrices are dejned by 
(- l)i-jai,j)~,y~o, B-’ = (-q-jbi,.)fT1, 
and 
c-l = (c;,,)fi,ifo, D-’ = (d;,j);,;‘, 
with 
lj+i\ ‘k-l-- j+i' 
2 
_i-i ' 
d;, j = ( - 1)” - i)/2 2 
j-i ’ 
\ 2 / \ 2 I 
For the matrices A, B, C, and D, the following relations hold: 
A-%,A = S, 
0 . . 0 -go ’ 
1 *.* 0 -g, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (9.1) 
0 . . . 1 - gk-I/ 
and 
c-‘R,C = . ’ 
1, 
- “k 
0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . (9.2) 
1 0 
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where R,, R,, R,, and S are the k X k Toeplitz matrices 
0 0 *** 0 0 -1 -1 . . . -1 -1 
1 0 ... 0 0 R,= . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .? . . :?. . ::: . . .: f . . :.? 
10 1 *** 0 o\ 
1 0 *** 0 0 
R, = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , s= 
0 0 ... 0 1 
\o 0 *.a 1 0) 
and 
gj= 
tj = ( - l)'k -j)/Z 
0 0 ... 0 0 
1 0 ... 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0.. 0 0 
0 0 **a 1 0 
Proof. Let us define the matrices 
\ 1 
si = ( - 1y2 
I \ 
k-i 
\ 
i 
2 I 
A, = (( - l)i-‘ai,j)~,~~,, B,=((-l)‘-‘bi,j)~,yl, 
and 
c,=(c;,j)fi,JAo, D, = (di,j)f,Ji,, 
and prove that 
A-‘= A,, B-l=& c-’ = c,, D-l= D,. 
It is shown in the course of the proof of Theorem 5.1 in 161 that both 
(9.3) 
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and 
(9.4 
hold. It follows from (9.3) that 
(A,A)i,j = Si,j 
and 
k-l 
(BBl)k-_l-j,k-_l-_i= c bk-l_j,k_l_l(-l)i-z~k_l__l,k__l_i=8i,j. 
I=0 
Consequently, A-’ = A, and B-’ = B,. Moreover, 
which, according to (9.4), equals 
Similarly, 
Change the summation index from 2 to n = k - 1 - 1; then 
Therefore, according to (9.4), 
(9.5) 
which, together with (%5), proves (9.1). 
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Next, we use Theorem 5.2 of [6], where it is shown that 
k-l 
,FO ( - l)‘[_ i)‘z ‘z’[ [ 4)-[ ji’ : l)]=ai,j. (9.6) 
\ I 
Note that 
di,j = c k-l-j,k-l-i? di,j = Ci_l_j,k-1-i. (9.7) 
Therefore, it follows from (9.6) and (9.7) that 
k-l 
C ‘l,l’l,j = ‘i,jp 
1-O 
and hence 
k-l k-l 
c d;,,d,,j= c c’_ _ _ _.c _ _. _ _ =c?,,~. k 1 2.k 1 I k 1 J.k 1 2 
I=0 I=0 
Consequently, C- ’ = C, and D-’ = D,. Moreover, note that in the case of 
O<j<k-1 
CCIRS)i,j =cs!,j-l + cl,j+l 
= (_ p-i-o/2 
j+i-1 
2 
j-i-1 
2 
\ 
+(_l)(j-i+1)/2 
/ 
j+i+l 
2 
j-i+1 
2 
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and therefore, 
I 
=(_l)(j-i+1)/2 
\ 2 
315 
In addition, 
thus, the above can be rewritten as 
Ij+i-l\ 
(C1R3)i,j=(-l)(j-i+1)‘2 j_;+l (j=O,l,..., k -2), (9.8) 
\ 2 I 
while 
I k+i-2' 
(C,R3)i,k_1=c;,k_2=(-l)(k-‘-2)‘2 k_;_2 . (9.9) 
\ 2 I 
Note that cf _ ,, j = Sk _ ,, j. Therefore, it follows from (9.8) and (9.9) that 
(CIWLJ = CL1.j = ( WLj - 4cL,,j (j=o,l,...,k-2) 
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and 
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or 
2 
’ k+i-2 
2 
k-i 
Consequently, 
CCIRS)i,j = Cscl>i,j - ticL-l,j (j=O,l,..., k-l), (9.10) 
which proves (9.2), as si = tk+. n 
In the following theorem, we obtain an alternative inversion formula for 
generalized Toephtz matrices. It shows how to understand a previous result 
of Sahnovic [lo] in the language of generalized Bezoutians. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let T be a generalized block Toeplitz matrix of the form 
with entries up E C”1 Xn2 and k 1n1 = k,n,. The matrix T is invertible if there 
exist solutions to the following systems of matrix equations: 
k,-1 
C ai-jxj=Z,l (i=O,l,..., k,-1), (9.11) 
j=O 
k,-1 
C ai_jzj = ci (i=O,l,..., k,-l), (9.12) 
j=O 
k,-1 
c uiai_j=Zn2 (j=O,l,..., k,-l), (9.13) 
i=O 
k,-1 
c wiai_j=gj (j=O,l,..., k,-I), (9.14) 
i=O 
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where ci = a, + a2 + * * * +ai (with c,=o) andgj=a,+a_,+ .*a +u_~. 
Here x. E @n2x”l and z. E C”zX”p, while ui E C”zxnl and wi E @“lx”l. Mm-e- 
over, the inverse mat& has the form 
x(( -l,i-‘pi,j);,;-yo 
fm k, = min(k,, k2), 
P,,j = i z,l, 0 j qi,j =( kz~~~‘)Z~2> ti = (k,)‘n2> (9.16)
and 
k,-1 k,-1 
xl = C qi,jxjY zI = C qi,jzjT 
j=o j=O 
k,-1 k,-1 
“I = C uiPi,j> w;= c wipi j. 
i=O i=O 
Proof. Define B, to be the following k,n, X k,n, block Toeplitz matrix: 
B, = 
0 . . . 0 0 
Z . . . 
“1 
0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Z . . . 
“1 
z 0 
“1 
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and let B, be the k,n2 X k,n, block Toeplitz matrix 
- L2 
- 1n2 . . . . . . 
0 
. . . 
. . . 
- 1n2 I 
It is proved in Theorem 5.1 of [6] that 
BIT - TB, = col(l,l)fiLilrow( gj)5~~‘+Col(Ci)k~~‘row(ln~)~~~‘. (9.17) 
Let P = (pJ$‘, and Q = (qi, j)i,glh be two matrices with entries defined 
by (9.16). It follows from Lemma 9.1 that both P and Q are invertible with 
p-l = (( -l)i-jpi,j)~,;~lo. Q-l= (( -l)i-jqi,j);,;;:, (9.18) 
and that 
0 . . 0 0’ 
‘,I -*’ ’ ’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
0 . . . 1 0 
“1 / 
(9.19) 
(0 
\ . . . 0 - to 
QBzQ-'= f?. . .‘::. . .?. . . .:!l.. 
0 . . . 1 
“2 - tkn-l / 
for ti defined in (9.16). We apply Theorem 5.3 for the matrices T, B,, and B, 
and the invertible matrices P and Q, using (9.17) and (9.19). Note that 
Pi,0 = I”1, while qk,_l,j = I+ hence, according to Theorem 5.3, the solvabil- 
ity of (9.11)-(9.14) implies the invertibility of T. It follows from Theorem 5.3 
that a formula for TPi involves a Bezoutian matrix D which satisfies 
I xt, G XI, wi ... 
xi ZI xi 
WI Vi-1 
AD= ; 1 : 
ui “’ 
“d” o ... 
U&l 
0 
XL,-l +1 G-1 
\ 0 0 0 -"b -Ui “’ - $1 
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or equivalently, 
I 
4 t, - z;, ’ 
*; t, - 2; 
AD= ; 
1 “1 *t, *i “* *;,-1 
0 
X&l tk,-l - ?i,-1 
-4 -u’l ... - %,-1 
0 1 
“2 / 
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It is clear that (9.18) and (9.20) imply (9.15). n 
We conclude this section with the following result, in which we consider 
the case of the sum of a generalized Toeplitz matrix and a generalized 
Hankel matrix. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let D = (d&L;’ ?il be a square matrix of the form 
D = T -I- H. where 
with entries ap E C”lx”z, b, E @“lx” 2, and kin, = k,n,. The matrix is invert- 
ible if there exist solutions to the following system of matrix equations: 
m201 = 
%ol = 
DXl cd = 
D~1c.I =
Vrow D= 
Wn,, D = 
V IrowD= 
W lr0wD = 
E(o) 
1 3 
(S,T + STH) Eik2-l), 
E;+” 
(S;T + S,H)Ei’), 
F$kz- 1) 
F,“‘( TS, + HS;), 
F(o) 
2 ) 
Fikl-“(TS;+ HS,). 
(9.21) 
(9.22) 
(9.23) 
(9.24) 
(9.25) 
(9.26) 
(9.27) 
(9.28) 
with 
ri = ( - 1)“/2 
I 
k-i 
\ ‘k+j’ 
I i “1’ tj=(-ly-j)‘2 k2 j znz 
, ii , 2 / 
and 
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Moreover, the inverse matrix has the form 
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(9.29) 
_i - j+i I- II I +1 %’ 2 
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where P = (pi, j>[)~~ and Q = (qi,j)t5Li are two matrices defined by 
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j+i ’ 
_I-- 
‘j+i’ 
2 
j-i 
1 
“1’ 2 1 j-i n2' 
2 I , 2 , 
(9.30) 
Proof. Define B, to be the following k Inl X k In, block Toeplitz matrix: 
’ 0 I,, **. 0 0 
z 
“1 
0 .** 0 0 
B, = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 .-* 0 I,, 
0 0 *a- Z”, 0 
and let B, be the k,n, X k,n, block Toeplitz matrix 
B, = 
0 zn2 ... 0 0 \ 
z n2 0 ... 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 0 0 ... 0 z”2 
0 0 . .* In2 0 
It is proved in Theorem 5.2 of [S] that 
B, D - DB, = (S;T + SJ) ET’@’ + (S,T + S;H) E$‘z- ‘)@- ‘) 
- E:kl-l)Fl(kl-l)(TS;+ HS,)- E~‘F{“‘(TS, + HS;). (9.31) 
It follows from Lemma 9.1 that the matrices P and Q which were defined in 
(9.30) are both invertible with 
Q-’ = (q! .)k2-1 
,,.I i,j=O (9.32) 
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and that 
for 
PB,P = 
‘_ ?-I ... - rk,-I - rk, 
I . . . “1 0 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
\ 
0 . . . 1 
“1 
0 
/O . . . 0 - to 
Q&Q-' = f?. . : : : . . .: . . . .: :I. 
0 . . . 1 
“2 - tk,-l 
( 
‘2 
ri = ( - 1)“’ 
k-i 
i 
\ 2 
I 
“1’ 
tj = ( _ l)(k - jV2 
1 
Ik+j\ 
2 
k-j ‘no* 
-- 
\ 2 j 
\ 
* ’ 
t 
(9.33) 
Apply Theorem 5.3 for the matrices D, B,, and B, and the invertible 
matrices P and Q, using (9.31) and (9.33). Note that pi,o = 60,iZ,l, while 
9k,-l,j=‘k,-l,jznp. Hence, according to Theorem 5.3, the solvability of 
(9.21)-(9.28) ’ pl lm ies the invertibility of D, and (9.29) follows from (9.32). w 
It is a pleasure to thank L Lerer for very useful commnts. 
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